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The free surface of thin �lms of liquid helium adsorbed on a solid substrate has been studied

using x-ray reectivity. The �lm thickness and interfacial pro�le are extracted from the angular

dependence of measured interference between signals reected from the liquid-vapor and liquid-

substrate interfaces. Polished silicon wafers, chemically cleaned and passivated, were used as

substrates. Results are reported for measurements for 4He �lms 35 to 130 �A thick in the

temperature range 0.44 to 1.3 K. The 10%/90% interfacial width for temperature T=0.45 K

varies from 5:3� 0:5 �A for 36� 1:5 �A thick �lms to 6:5� 0:5 �A for 125� 1:5 �A thick �lms. For

T=1.22 K, the width is 7:8 � 1:0 �A. The pro�le width at zero temperature should not di�er

signi�cantly from that measured at T=0.45 K.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the free surface of liquid helium is unique
in that it encompasses two major subjects of great inter-
est and importance. First, as for any liquid, the helium
surface structure is inuenced by thermal uctuations.
Second, helium is fundamentally a quantum system and
the surface is a�ected by zero-point motion.
Until the (relatively) recent advance of surface-

sensitive techniques most studies of solid surfaces and all
studies of liquid surfaces were limited to measurements
of macroscopic quantities such as surface tension. In-
deed, only with the development of intense synchrotron
radiation sources could comprehensive and essentially di-
rect measurement of surface structure of a variety of both
simple and complex uids be performed1,2.
For simple liquids, at temperatures � 300 K, the inter-

facial structure can be adequately described by a thermal
capillary wave model in which the dominant contribution
to the surface width is due to thermally induced surface
height uctuations. In the case of liquid helium at low
temperatures, the thermal capillary wave contribution to
the surface width becomes small in comparison with the
contribution due to zero-point modes, which are gener-
ally believed to be the dominant source of broadening for
the free surface of 4He. Most theoretical estimates for the
pro�le width (length over which the density changes from
90% to 10% of the bulk value) at T = 0 range between
2.5 and 6.5 �A13{22.
A number of physical phenomena of interest depend

on the width of the interface between helium and its va-
por. These include particle scattering o� the surface of
liquid helium23,24, and phenomena related to the exis-
tence of atomic25{31 and electron32,33 bound states at
the helium surface. The results we present can thus be
compared with predictions based on either the theoretical
estimates of the width, or on calculations based on ex-
perimental measurements of the surface excitation spec-
tra. Experimental methods measuring surface excitation

spectra include neutron scattering34{37,22 and scattering
of rotons and high energy phonons38{40.
The only two direct methods capable of measuring he-

lium interfacial pro�le width reported so far are the x-ray
specular reectivity method41, employed in the current
work, and visible light ellipsometry42. The accessible
range of the prior measurements was limited to tempera-
tures above 1.1 K., which necessitated use of theoretical
models to extract zero-temperature pro�le width.
Here we present experimental x-ray reectivity data on

the helium-vapor density pro�le which extends the tem-
perature range of the measurements to 0.45 K, where
thermal contributions become small. In this article we
present a result for the intrinsic, or zero temperature,
surface pro�le of helium which di�ers from the earlier x-
ray study by Lurio et al., and is in essential agreement
with theory14,15,17,19,20. The di�erences are due to the
improved characterization of the substrate surface and a
deeper understanding of how the helium-substrate sys-
tem must be treated to extract meaningful information.
As a consequence we also present a detailed description
of the substrate.
This paper is organized as follows. Section I will pro-

ceed with a brief theoretical and experimental introduc-
tion. Section II will describe the model system. Section
III will introduce the principle behind the x-ray reec-
tivity method. Section IV deals with the preparation
and characterization of the substrates necessary for these
studies. Section V is a description of the experimental
apparatus. The data acquisition procedure is detailed in
section VI, followed by data analysis and presentation
(Section VII). Brief discussion and conclusions are pre-
sented in section VIII.

A Theoretical overview

Several approaches have been developed towards theo-
retical treatment of helium surfaces. Most of them ignore
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the entropic e�ects and deal primarily with the density
distribution at T = 0K. Following the work of Brouwer
and Pathria13 who based their calculation on a mean �eld
theory with a 2-body local interaction, and Cole's43 cor-
rections which included the contribution to the surface
structure due to Atkins44 zero-point modes, the theory
has by now reached a high level of sophistication. Tech-
niques used to calculate the surface structure parameters
include density functional and variational methods (in-
cluding Monte-Carlo calculations), as well as calculations
based on experimental surface excitation spectra. Non-
local density functional approach employed by Cheng et

al.
14, gave a 10-90% width of � 6 �A for a 40 �A thick �lm.

Guirao et al.
15 used a density functional approach with

temperature dependent parameters to obtain the surface
pro�le in the temperature range from 0 to 4.2 K, �nd-
ing 10-90% width t of 6.5 �A at T = 0 and � 6:9 �A at
T = 1:2 K. Mackie and Woo16 predict widths t=3 to 4 �A
for di�erent analytical variational methods. Epstein and
Krotscheck17 provided variational calculations for �lms
up to 20 �A thick and obtained t � 5 �A. A subsequent
work by Gernoth et al.

45 in half-space geometry gives
t = 4:9 �A for the 0 K pro�le. Campbell et al. extended
the variational calculations to include �nite temperature
e�ects18. Below T = 1:2 K, thermal broadening is found
to be weak for coverages away from layering transitions.
Unfortunately, calculations are performed for �lms up to
� 10 �A thick only. Pieper et al.

19 obtained values of
5 and 6 �A using two Monte-Carlo variational methods.
Lewart et al.

20 predict an interface width of � 6:5 �A
based on simulations for a cluster of 70 atoms. Based
on the variational calculations of Lewart et al.20, GriÆn
and Stringari46 showed that the low density side of the
interface contains inhomogeneous dilute Bose condensate
with almost 100% population of atoms in a single-particle
state at T = 0 K. Tamura22 uses Fermi function density
pro�le in a model where the ripplon spectrum is modi-
�ed by surface di�usiveness. The surface width cited is
t = 2:65 �A.
To summarize, controversy about the width of the

helium-vapor interface has not been resolved. Most theo-
retical calculations and indirect (neutron scattering) ex-
perimental data suggest widths between 2.5 �A and 6.5 �A
whereas the two direct measurements by Osborne42 and
Lurio et al.

47,41,48 obtain widths of the order of 9.5 �A.
This work attempts to draw a comprehensive picture

of the surface structure by providing data on the pro�le
width as a function of both temperature and �lm thick-
ness independently. With this in mind, we can classify
contributions to the pro�le width of four types. Thick-
ness and temperature independent, or "intrinsic" pro-
�le includes contributions from �nite electron cloud size
and incoherent short-length-scale zero-point motion. Ex-
perimental probes with small in-plane coherence length
should detect this width. Thickness dependent, tem-
perature independent contributions are due primarily
to long-length-scale zero-point modes of ripplons. The
third type, thickness and temperature independent, has

two contributions; thermally excited capillary waves (rip-
plons) and the e�ects of bulk mode excitations interact-
ing with the surface.
Since thermally excited capillary waves are the only

excited modes a�ecting the surface in the temperature
range below 1.2 K, the fourth type, thickness indepen-
dent, temperature dependent contributions to the pro�le
width are probably not signi�cant.

B Experimental overview

Several classes of experiments have provided direct or
indirect knowledge about the 4He surface structure. X-
ray specular reectivity measurements by Lurio et al.

provided the most direct measurement of the 4He pro-
�le47,41,48. The interfacial 10-90% width was found to
be 9:1 � 1 �A for a �lm of 215 �A thickness at T = 1:13
K, and the measurements were performed in the temper-
ature range from 1.1 to 2.2 K. Although data on several
�lm thicknesses were taken, the amount of helium in the
cell was kept constant and the temperature and thickness
dependencies of the surface width were coupled. Analy-
sis of the data was performed on the assumption that the
helium-vapor and substrate-helium interfaces were not
correlated. Another assumption was that reduced sub-
strate reectivity at small qz was due to a hydrocarbon
layer and not due to long-range surface height variations.
We will argue below that the two assumptions Lurio et

al. made in analyzing the data are debatable. The impli-
cations of this for the conclusions on the 4He liquid-vapor
interface will be discussed.
The other essentially direct measurement of the inte-

grated width is due to Osborne42, who performed ellip-
sometric measurements. Deviations from the ideal (Fres-
nel) reectivity of light at and near the Brewster angle
allows one to extract the information on the surface width
assuming the shape of the interface is known. Osborne
assumed a Fermi function pro�le and found the 10-90%
width to rise slightly between 1.4 and 2.1 K with an av-
erage value of 9.4 �A at 1.8 K.
Specular reectivity of 4He atoms incident on a 4He

surface was measured by Nayak et al.
23 as a function of

incident angle and momentum and was analyzed in terms
of a model in which the e�ective Schr�oedinger equation
for the incident atom is derived from a separable Hamil-
tonian. The interfacial 10-90% width was extracted to be
4 �A at T = 0:02K. Several reservations about this value
can be presented. First, the reectivity is overly sensi-
tive to the low-density vapor side of the pro�le, where
the atom spends most of the time. Second, the model
itself may be faulty since the incident atom is treated as
distinguishable from the 4He atoms of the surface.
Berkhout et al.24 studied quantum reection of spin-

polarized hydrogen (H#) atoms from a concave 4He-
coated mirror. The temperature-dependent loss factor
was attributed to thermally populated ripplons (dynamic
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roughness). Scattering of 3He atoms from a free 4He sur-
face were performed by Edwards et al.. Neither the H#
nor the 3He scattering measurements claimed to measure
the interfacial width. However, this technique might pos-
sibly yield useful information. For example, Krotscheck
and Zillich49 explicitly included interaction of the inci-
dent atom with the surface excitations in their calcula-
tions of 3He and hydrogen scattering from a �lm of 4He
adsorbed on substrates of various strengths.
Conceptually similar to the atomic scattering are ex-

periments which study atomic bound states. Most re-
cently, interest was shown in the possibility that there
is more than one bound state of 3He at a 4He free sur-
face (see the comprehensive review by Hallock50). Ab-
normal behavior of the 3He-4He mixture surface tension
at low temperatures where the measured surface tension
decreases with decreasing temperature was �rst found by
Atkins and Narahara51 and explained by Andreev52 as
being related to the existence of a surface bound state
for the 3He atom. The simple reasoning behind such
an assumption (see53) is that 3He has lower mass and
thus larger zero-point motion than 4He. In the pres-
ence of a surface, a 3He atom would be expelled from
the liquid side, but Van der Waals attraction would bind
it to the surface. The exact form of the potential well
would depend strongly on the structure of the helium-
vapor interface. Theory predicts54{57 that for a large
enough interfacial width, at least two bound states would
be possible even for �nite 3He coverage. Crossover from
populating the lowest bound state to the second as 3He
coverage increases would lead to a step in heat capacity
and a�ect NMR relaxation. Recent heat capacity mea-
surements by Gasparini et al.25,26 and NMR by Hallock
et al.

27,28 are consistent with the existence of the second
layer, but are not conclusive. Further measurements of
this type may provide an estimate of the local surface
density pro�le width. Other systems of atoms bound
to free helium surface for which the binding potential is
sensitive to the density pro�le include spin-polarized hy-
drogen H#29{31, which has been shown to sustain a 2-D
Bose quasi-condensate31.
Extensive literature exists on electronic bound states

on helium surface. In the idealized model of an abrupt
interface, a single electron is bound to the helium surface
through the image potential

V (z) = � �� 1

4(�+ 1)

e2

z
(1)

To model non-abrupt liquid-vapor interface, a
parametrized potential of a similar form

V (z) =

(
� ��1
4(�+1)

e
2

z+b
; z > 0;

V0 ; z < 0
(2)

with empirical parameters b and V0 has recetly been used.
Cheng et al.

58 were able to re-calculate the e�ective po-
tential from the experimental pro�le by Lurio et al.

41,48

and found essential agreement of such potential with the
experimental data on electron surface spectra and escape
rates32,33. Cheng et al. noted that a 10% increase in the
pro�le width would weaken the ground state energy by
1%. Since the calculated value of the ground state energy
was � 10% lower than the experimental value of Saville
et al., this calculation does not provide strong support
for the pro�le proposed by Lurio et al.. One also has to
note that the interface width in this case is associated
with a lateral length scale of the order of the electron lo-
calization length. In the case of measurements performed
by Saville et al.

32, the electron areal density varied be-
tween 5 � 106 and 7 � 107 cm�2, which corresponds to
lengths of 12000{40000�A. In contrast, the x-ray reectiv-
ity method employed by Lurio et al. and in the current
work probes the surface width over the e�ective x-ray co-
herence length along the surface which is of the order of
2000 �A.
Somewhat less direct information about the surface

pro�le can be extracted from the analysis of elementary
surface excitations. Experiments of this type were per-
formed using neutron scattering34{37,22 and interaction
of rotons and high energy phonons with the surface38{40.

II. MODEL FOR HELIUM FILMS ON A

SUBSTRATE

A Equilibrium thickness

1 Saturated �lms

The attractive Van der Waals potential causes helium
to adhere to almost all surfaces when the temperature is
lowered suÆciently. Notable exceptions are some alkalis
59,14, for which non-wetting has been reported. When
enough helium is introduced to form bulk liquid phase at
the cell bottom, the �lm elsewhere in the cell is "satu-
rated". The thickness of such �lm is determined by the
strength of the Van der Waals attractive potential rela-
tive to the gravity �eld, and the height above the bulk
phase.
For distances z from the substrate surface that are

larger than several �Angstr�oms, the asymptotic Van der
Waals (Lennard-Jones) potential, integrated over half
space, produces an e�ective potential

V (z) = � a

z3
: (3)

To account for the e�ects of relativistic retardation across
�lms, this potential is commonly re-written as

V (z) = � a

z3(1 + bz)
: (4)

The factor b is the inverse of the length scale where the
retardation e�ects become important and is of the order
of 1=200 �A�1 60. In the current work the measurements
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and analysis are not sensitive to the exact form of the
attractive potential and Eq. 3 is used.
Taking d as the thickness of the adsorbed �lm in equi-

librium with a pool of liquid, uniformity of the chemical
potential requires that

� a

d3
+ gh = const = 0; (5)

where h is the height above the pool. The thickness of
the saturated helium �lm is then

d =

�
a

gh

� 1
3

: (6)

In order to extract the Van der Waals constant a for
this system the thickness of saturated �lms was mea-
sured using the specular reectivity method. This value
is calculated and used in the discussion on capillary wave
contribution estimates.

2 Undersaturated �lms

When no bulk condensed phase exists in the reservoir,
the chemical potential equilibrium determines the �lm
thickness:

m(gh� a

d3
) = kBT log (P=Psat): (7)

Calculated thickness variation as a function of height h
above the cell bottom for both saturated and undersat-
urated �lms is shown schematically in Figure 1.

FIG. 1: Thickness of �lms vs. height above the cell bot-
tom for saturated and undersaturated �lms. Horizontal
lines indicate boundaries of the x-ray beam.

For temperatures below T � 0:65 K the total amount
of 4He in the gas phase becomes less than the equivalent
of a monolayer and �lm thickness is easily maintained.
Above 1 K, the temperature control needs to be main-
tained to within a few millikelvin to avoid �lm thickness
variations.

B Thermal capillary wave theory

1 Free surface

The free surface of a liquid supports collective exci-
tation modes. The simple ripplon model described be-
low has been veri�ed experimentally by measuring the
spectrum of collective excitations with neutron scatter-
ing (see, for example, Refs. 34,35,61) For a deep pool
of liquid the surface excitation (ripplon) spectrum can
be described in general (see, for example, Ref. 62 and
references therein) as

!2 = g k +


�
k3; (8)

where ! is the ripplon frequency and k is the wave vector.
The �rst term is due to gravity g, the second due to
surface tension . Contribution from the two become
equal for k2 = g �=. For 4He at low temperatures (0 K
limit), surface tension  = 0:3544 erg � cm�2 63, density
� = 0:145 g � cm�3, and the crossover wavevector k =
20 cm�1 = 2:0�10�7 �A�1. The x-ray measurements have
a characteristic long-wavelength cut-o� due to limited
resolution at qmin � 2� 10�3 �A�1, and thus the gravity
term in the case of free surface of bulk helium would be
of no signi�cance for the x-ray measurements.
The measured roughness can be expressed as

h�2i =
X
i

hAi
2i (9)

where Ai is the amplitude of the ith mode. From the
equipartition theorem in the classical case the amplitude
can be calculated using

1

2
( ki

2 + � g) < Ai
2 > X Y =

1

2
kB T; (10)

whereXY is a macroscopic sampling area. Bose-Einstein
statistics needs to be employed for the modes where
�h! >� kB T . In this case, the right side of Eq. 10 becomes
�h!=(1 � exp (��h!=kB T )). Substituting integration for
the discreet counting of modes, Eq. 9 can be re-written
as

h�2i =
ZZ

k

hA2(k)i X Y

(2�)2
d2 k: (11)

With the mode amplitudes calculated using Eq. 10, the
expected roughness can be expressed as

h�2i =
ZZ

k

�h!

e
�h!
kBT � 1

1

 k2 + � g

d2 k

(2�)2
=

Z
jkj

k d k

2�

1

 k2 + � g

�h!

e
�h!
kBT � 1

; (12)

where ! = !(k) is given by Eq. 8.
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2 Modi�cations due to the presence of a substrate

For thin �lms, the e�ect of the substrate is two-fold.
First, the presence of a hard wall imposes the bound-
ary condition that the normal component of the helium
velocity be zero at the surface. Equation 8 becomes

!2 = (g k +


�
k3) tanh (k d) (13)

More signi�cant for our purposes is that the attractive
Van der Waals potential acts as a local gravity �eld with
strength d �=d z = 3a=d4. The Van der Waals constant
a can be estimated from the equilibrium thickness of a
saturated �lm. For a saturated �lm at height h above
the bulk puddle, g h = a=d3

sat
, so that for an arbitrary

�lm thickness d:

d �

d z
=

3 g h

dsat

�
dsat

d

�4

Typical saturated �lm thickness is 225 �A at 3 cm height,
and the value of g in Eqs. 8, 10 and 11 must be replaced
by an equivalent (e�ective) gravity �eld

ge� = 3:9� 109
�
dsat

d

�4
cm s�2

The crossover wavevector k =
p
ge� �= for which capil-

lary (surface tension) and Van der Waals energies become
comparable becomes

k = 3:9� 104
�
dsat

d

�2
cm�1 = 3:9� 10�4

�
dsat

d

�2
�A
�1

For all �lms studied in this work the contribution due
to Van der Waals forces needs to be taken into account.
Figure 2 shows the result of numerical calculations of the
thermal capillary wave contribution to the roughness as
a function of temperature for a set of �lm thicknesses.

0.5 1 1.5 2
T,K

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Sigma,Angstrom

FIG. 2: Calculated thermal capillary wave contribution
to the roughness as a function of temperature for �lm
thicknesses of 200 �A, 100 �A and 60 �A (top to bottom).

Figure 3 shows the same contribution plotted as a func-
tion of thickness for two temperatures.

50 100 150 200
d,Angstrom

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sigma,Angstrom

FIG. 3: Calculated thermal capillary wave contribution
to the roughness as a function of �lm thickness for tem-
peratures of 1.2 K (top) and 0.45 K (bottom).
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FIG. 4: X-Ray reectivity geometry

III. THE METHOD OF X-RAY REFLECTIVITY

A Fresnel reectivity

The typical geometry for an x-ray reectivity measure-
ment is shown in Figure 4. Incident x-rays of wave-
length � with wavevector kin strike the surface at an
angle � and are reected specularly. Wave vector trans-
fer qz = kout � kin is normal to the surface and has
amplitude of qz =

4�
�
sin �.

Information about the surface structure can in many
instances be extracted from the angular dependence of
the specular reectivity, i.e., reected intensity normal-
ized to the incident beam intensity.
X-rays are scattered elastically o� the electrons in the

material. Such electrons can be considered essentially
free since the energy of the x-rays (of order 10 keV ) is
much larger than the electron binding energy for both
helium and silicon. X-rays thus probe the electron den-
sity of the interface.
For an ideally terminated surface of a material with

electron density � and absorption length �, reectivity of
x-rays with wavelength � can be determined exactly by
solving Maxwell's equations for the incident wave with
the appropriate boundary conditions.64

Neglecting absorption and in small angle approxima-
tion, the ideal Fresnel reectivity RF can be expressed
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as

RF =

������ �
p
�2 � �2c

� +
p
�2 � �2c

����� ; (14)

where �2c = �e
2
�
2

�mc2
, with e and m referring to electron

charge and mass. Equation 14 can be re-written in terms
of the wave vector transfer:

RF (qz) =

�����qz �
p
q2z � q2c

qz +
p
q2z � q2c

����� : (15)

The critical wave vector transfer qc = 4e
c

p
��

m
is not a

function of wave length, making x-ray reectivity data
presentation in terms of qz a natural choice.
Reectivity falls o� sharply with increasing qz, which

limits the maximum accessible wave vector transfer. In
the large qz limit (qz >� 5qc), RF � ( qc

2qz
)4. With

qc = 0:0317 �A�1 for silicon, :0077 �A�1 for 4He under
vapor pressure at T=1K, and synchrotron dynamic in-
tensity range of 1011, reectivity measurements can not
be extended beyond qmax � 1:0::1:5 �A�1 and often are
limited further.

B Real surfaces

If the interface has some structure in the direction nor-
mal to the surface, the reected intensity is modi�ed. A
precise solution of such problem is quite involved, but
certain approximations can be made in relevant impor-
tant cases. If one is to neglect multiple reections (which
is justi�ed by small integrated scattering cross-section at
larger angles) and changes to the wave vector within the
interface (equally justi�ed at larger angles), the �rst Born
approximation can be employed64.
In this approximation, the di�erential scattering cross-

section is given by:

d �

d

(q) =

�
e2

mc2

�2 ����
Z
r

�(r) ei q r d3 r

����
2

(16)

It can be further shown4 that

R(qz) = RF j�(qz)j2; (17)

where the surface structure factor �(qz) is given by

�(qz) =
1

�1

Z 1

�1

d h�(z)ix;y
d z

ei qz z d z (18)

Density �1 refers to the bulk density; averaging is done
over the coherence area which may be qz dependent.

C Validity of Born approximation

Equation 18 is valid when the assumptions of the Born
approximation hold. The extent to which multiple reec-
tions can be neglected is illustrated by the fact that by
qz = 5qc single scattering reectivity is of order 10�4.
Also, both the coherence length along the z direction

and the projection of the absorption length should be
substantially larger than the thickness of the interfacial
structure.

D O�-specular scattering and background signal

In-plane inhomogeneities of the surface result in o�-
specular scattering. If the in-plane correlation length of
these inhomogeneities is suÆciantly large this scattering
can appear to broaden the specular signal. This is the
normal situation for bulk liquids65.
Such scattering can have coherent components result-

ing, in the case of bulk liquids, in broadening of the spec-
ular signal.

E Ambiguity of reectivity data

The Fourier transform in Eq. 18 can in principle be
inverted to extract the surface density pro�le. Unfortu-
nately, the detector counts are proportional to the re-
ected intensity (Eq. 17), and the phase information
on the structure factor � is lost. X-ray reectivity mod-
els do not guarantee uniqueness66. "Model-independent"
methods in x-ray and neutron reectivity rely on small
qz data where Born approximation and Eq. 18 are not
valid67{69.
Additional diÆculty arises from the fact that due to

rapidly falling intensity with increasing qz, reectivity
measurements are limited to �nite maximum wave vector
transfer qzmax. Because of this, the x-ray reectivity
method is unable to discern features of size smaller than
� 2�=qzmax.

F Interference method

Consider a two-slab model, of the type shown in Figure
5, where the two interfaces are separated by distance d
and have structure factors A(qz) and B(qz). Reectivity
from such a system will be proportional to

j�(q)j2 =
��A(qz) +B(qz)e

iqz d
��2

= jA(qz)j2 + jB(qz)j2

+ A(qz)B(qz)
�e�iqz d +A(qz)

�B(qz)e
iqzd(19)

If the complex structure factor for one of the interfaces,
A, is known, both the phase and amplitude of the scat-
tering amplitude B(qz) can be extracted for Eq. 19.
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FIG. 5: Schematic representation of density pro�le (top)
and its derivative (bottom)

IV. SUBSTRATES

The subject of this section is preparation, handling and
analysis of wafers used as substrates for x-ray reectivity
measurements in the interference geometry. Although in
itself the study of substrates described here does not re-
sult in signi�cant scienti�c progress, the results achieved
are instrumental to understanding and interpretation of
helium �lm measurements.

A Handling and measurement procedures

The substrates eventually used in the helium �lm mea-
surements were polished Si wafers cut along the (111)
plane. Several di�erent batches were used, provided by
di�erent manufacturers70,71 and cut to di�erent speci�-
cations.
The substrates were pre-selected and analyzed at

the Harvard MRSEC rotating anode facility, where as-
shipped roughness and miscut were determined by x-ray
techniques. Further analysis was performed using the
MRSEC Scanning Electron Microscope and Atomic Force
Microscope facilities.
Typical RMS roughness for substrates as shipped was

5 to 7 �A. Chemical cleaning, etching and hydrogen pas-
sivation procedures (see Sect. 4C) were applied, and the
substrate was mounted inside the cell (see Figure 6).
Until the cell was completely closed, a ow of clean

(boil-o�) nitrogen or helium gas was maintained to �n-
ish drying the substrate and to avoid oxidation and hy-
drocarbon contamination. The cell was then evacuated

feedthroughs and gas inlet
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FIG. 6: (Top) Top lid of the cell with substrate holder
attached. The base and the clamp of the sample holder
are made of G10 epoxy. DC bias can be applied to the
DC bias plates plates. Wiring connecting the plates to
the feed-throughs is not shown. (Bottom) Schematic di-
agram of the substrate holder.

outside the cryostat through a 77 K cold trap. Total
time between the last (passivation) step of the chemical
procedure and bringing the cell to a pressure of at most
10�4 torr was of the order of 15 min, of which the time
in air was no longer than 2 min.
The cell was continuously evacuated through a cold

trap throughout the �rst set of reectivity measurements.
If the results of those measurements proved satisfactory,
the evacuation path was sealed and the cell was mounted
in the cryostat. The �lling line was purged thoroughly
with helium and evacuated before the valve on top of the
cell was re-opened. The cell was continually pumped out
throughout the cryostat pump-out and cool-down to liq-
uid nitrogen temperatures. At that stage another set of
reectivity measurements was performed to insure that
no contaminant had precipitated on the substrate sur-
face. More measurements were performed on the sub-
strate after the �nal cool-down to 4.2 K, and then to 1.1
K and to 0.5 K.

B Substrate selection

Several types of Si(111) wafers as well as some other
materials were studied as potential substrates. For com-
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pleteness these are discussed below, along with the prob-
lems encountered. Only the silicon substrates were used
in the helium �lm studies.

1 Metal and metal-coated substrates

The idea to use conducting substrates was introduced
after possible helium �lm electrostatic charging became
a subject of study. Exploratory measurements were per-
formed on a platinum single crystal (111) substrate. Ex-
cessive roughness (> 8 �A) and �gure error (macroscopic
surface curvature) made measurements in the interfer-
ence geometry impossible.
Another substrate, an iridium/chromium-coated sili-

con wafer, with suitable roughness and curvature, was
nonetheless rejected. The x-ray (electron) density of that
wafer was substantially larger than that of silicon and
the interference contrast for adsorbed helium �lms was
reduced signi�cantly.

2 Thin substrates

An attempt was made to use 1.6 mm (1=1600) thick
Si wafers. However, the stress of the mounting clamp
deformed the wafer enough to create signi�cant macro-
scopic curvature. All further measurements were per-
formed with either 3.175 mm (1=800) or 9.525 mm (3=800)
silicon substrates.

C Chemical treatment

The substrate holder can accommodate substrates 18
to 32 mm wide and up to 45 mm long. When the wafer
needed to be cut from a larger piece, the polished surface
was �rst covered with hot wax. The cut was made with
a diamond saw, after which the substrate was cleaned in
toluene and sulfuric acid.

1 Chemical cleaning and hydrogen passivation

Chemical treatment was essential in obtaining
contamination-free, at substrates. The procedure of
making Si(111) surfaces at on atomic scale was intro-
duced by Higashi et al.

72. Roughening of the silicon
surface is attributed to the formation of amorphous sili-
con oxide. Preferential etching of the oxide reduces the
roughness, while saturating dangling bonds of the outer-
most silicon layer with hydrogen passivates the surface.
Table I outlines the recipe followed. Chemicals used

are listed in Table II. It is essential that the passivation
solution be de-gassed. Residual oxygen in the passivating
solution apparently re-oxidizes the surface and leads to
proliferation of small triangular pits73. In current studies

de-gassing was achieved by owing clean (boil-o�) helium
or nitrogen through a polypropylene disposable pipet tip
into the solution for 20 min. before the substrate was
placed in it and during the passivation step.
Teon beakers were used in both etching and passiva-

tion steps. The substrates appeared hydrophobic after
etching and passivation, and hydrophilic after all other
steps. Note that there are no rinsing steps either before
or after the passivation step.
It is important to place the wafer in an oxygen-free

environment as soon as possible to avoid re-oxidation.
In addition, the atmosphere should be relatively free of
hydrocarbons that could adsorb on the surface. After 30
min. in room air, the measured roughness can increase
by as much as 2 �A. The chemical passivation procedure
can be repeated if the substrate deteriorates.

Procedure Chemical Time Comment

1 Solvent cleaning Trichloroethelene 15 min Sonicate

2 Acetone 15 min Sonicate
3 Methanol 15 min Sonicate

4 Rinse Water 1 min
5 Basic cleaning Clean 1 10 min Heat to 80 ÆC
6 Rinse Water 1 min

7 Acidic cleaning Clean 2 5 min Heat to 80 ÆC
8 Rinse Water 1 min

9 Etch 10% HF 0.5 min
10 Rinse Water 1 min
11 Acidic cleaning Clean 2 5 min Heat to 80 ÆC

12 Rinse Water 1 min
13 Etch 10% HF 0.5 min

14 Passivation NH4F 8 min De-gas

TABLE I: Hydrogen passivation procedure. Composition
of the chemicals is shown in Table II. De-ionized (18.2
M
 cm) water was used.

Substance Content Chemical/Brand

Clean 1 1:1:5 NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O

Clean 2 1:1:5 HCl : H2O2 : H2O
NH4OH 30% Generic
H2O2 30% Generic

HCl 37% Generic

HF 48% VLSI Low Particulate Grade74

NH4F 40% VLSI Low Particulate Grade74

TABLE II: Chemicals used in the passivation procedure.

2 Oxidation

Macroscopic scratches on some substrates could not
be removed by the etching and passivation procedures.
For these wafers, a signi�cant improvement was achieved
by oxidizing them before chemical treatment. Oxidation
and annealing were performed in a vacuum furnace at
temperatures up to 1050 ÆC in an atmosphere of 100
torr of oxygen. Typical time of oxidation was 2{3 hours.
X-ray reectivity measurements showed formation of a
500{700 �A oxide layer with roughness of the oxide-silicon
interface of the order of 1 �A vs. original surface roughness
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θ

a

Average
surface

(111) plane

FIG. 7: Schematic representation of a surface with a mis-
cut. For miscut angle � and step height d, step width is
a = d=�.

of 5{7 �A. This reduced roughness was preserved after the
oxide layer was removed.

D Substrate surface structure

The chemical procedure described above is known to
produce microscopically at surfaces. The presence of
the hydrogen chemically bound to the dangling silicon
bonds can be expected to introduce a layer of reduced
density at the surface (of the order of 1 �A thick). That
layer would not be visible in x-ray reectivity measure-
ments of a bare substrate and so, one would expect re-
ectivity to follow the theoretical Fresnel curve. This
simplistic model does not, however, take into account
possible di�erence between the directions of the (111)
crystalline plane and that of the average polished surface
(miscut). A somewhat simpli�ed picture of that is shown
in Figure 7.
In x-ray reectivity measurements, the surface struc-

ture along the surface normal is averaged over the e�ec-
tive x-ray coherence area. If the x-ray coherence area is
large enough so that it overlaps several steps, the x-ray
reectivity plane is the average surface with the scatter-
ing vector normal to it. In this ideal situation, however,
the fact that the height distribution around the average
plane is not random (Gaussian), but rather is uniform,
modi�es the expected reectivity. The di�erence, how-
ever, is only noticeable at larger angles (see Figure 8).
The presence of in-plane structure is also
responsible for o�-specular scattering. If the structure is
periodic this gives rise to Bragg di�raction maxima. Note
that even for an ideal substrate with interplane spacing d
and zero microscopic roughness, any miscut � will result
in a RMS width of at least d=2

p
3 as long as the coherence

length is larger than the width of steps a = d=�. Silicon
(111) interplane spacing is d = 3:14 �A and the calculated
RMS width for a surface with uniform miscut is � � 0:91
�A. Further, a more important complication arises from
the fact that the x-ray coherence length is �nite and is
a function of incident angle in the reectivity geometry.
This point is illustrated by the analysis of x-ray, AFM
and SEM measurements on a set of substrates, discussed
below.

FIG. 8: Derivative of the surface density pro�le d �

d z
(left)

and the expected reectivity normalized to Fresnel re-
ectivity (right) for a substrate with uniform miscut
( ). The solid line represents same for a Gaussian
density distribution with the same RMS width. Si(111)
interplane spacing d is 3.14 �A.

1 Batch A | AFM

Substrate A71 was used for some preliminary mea-
surements. An AFM image of this substrate taken after
chemical processing is shown in Figure 9.

FIG. 9: AFM image of a substrate from batch A. Image
size is 10�m� 10�m. Height variation from deepest to
highest (dark to light) for this sample is 109 �A, with
overall RMS height variation of 6.76 �A.

The triangular structures in the �gure are pits etched
in the surface. The pits are of pyramidal form, with walls
formed by the (�1�11), (1�1�1) and (�11�1) planes. The pyra-
mids are usually truncated by another (111) plane, so
that the typical height variation at a pit is just several
atomic layers. The RMS height variation across the en-
tire scanned area (10�m� 10�m) as measured by AFM
is 6:7 �A. Note that the origins of this surface structure
are di�erent from those described by Wade and Chidsey
73. The triangular regions here are large, of the order of
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1 �m, and were most likely created during the polishing
process. Some other factors that di�erentiate this batch
from others are larger concentration of dopant and mini-
mal (undetectable) miscut. While etching may be accel-
erated at the dopant sites, surfaces with a �nite miscut
may be macroscopically stabilized during etch.

2 Batch A x-ray reectivity

X-Ray synchrotron measurements were taken in a hor-
izontal scattering plane using x-rays of wavelength � =
1:563 �A. Schematic representation of the scattering ge-
ometry is shown in Figure 10.

q

δα δβ

k kin

z

out

δα βα
δφ

+

x

y

2 2ξ
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y

Detector
    slit

+- -

FIG. 10: Schematic representation of the x-ray scattering
geometry. The nominal wave vector transfer along the
surface normal is qz = 2�

�
(sin� + sin�). In specular

reectivity measurements � = �. Actual measurements
are performed in the horizontal scattering plane, with a
vertical substrate surface. The e�ective coherence area,
�x � �y, is determined by the uncertainties in the wave
vector transfer projected onto the substrate surface.

Horizontal slit opening for the measurements shown
here was 2.5 mm, vertical slit opening 3 mm. The dis-
tance from the sample to the detector slit was measured
to be 437 mm. The e�ective coherence length in this
measurement along the substrate (axis x in Figure 10) is
determined primarily by the detector resolution.

2�=�x =
2�

�
Æ� sin� =

1

2
qzÆ�; (20)

where � = � in reectivity geometry. For the detector
horizontal slit opening of 2.5 mm at 437 mm distance
from the sample, the detector resolution Æ� is� 5:7mrad,
and the coherence length in the scattering plane �x varies
from 0:22�m at qz = 1 �A�1 to 7:0�m at the critical wave
vector transfer qc = 0:0317 �A�1. In the transverse (out
of plane of scattering) direction, the coherence length �y
is independent of the incident angle and is of the order of
�y = �=Æ� � 270 �A for the 2.5 mm vertical slit opening.
A plot of the reectivity for substrate A normalized to

the ideal (Fresnel) reectivity is given in Figure 11. The
data between qz = 0:1 �A�1 and qz = 0:5 �A�1 is con-
sistent with a model where the e�ective roughness is a

FIG. 11: Normalized reectivity for Substrate A.
( 4 ) Substrate A normalized reectivity.
( ) Model with qz-dependent roughness described in
the text: R=RF = e�1:53qz .
( ) Model with Gaussian roughness � = 1 �A:

R=RF = e�q
2
z .

( ) Model with Gaussian roughness � = 2 �A:

R=RF = e�4q
2
z .

function of the wave vector transfer qz: �
2
eff

= 1:53 q�1
z

�A2. One would expect such behavior given that the sur-
face is locally at and the e�ective roughness is caused
by the increase in height variations between two points
with increasing separation between the points. Since the
e�ective coherence length scales as �x / q�1

z
, the area

over which the height variations are averaged decreases
with increasing qz. In terms of the coherence length from
Eq. 20,

�2
eff = 7:0� 10�4�x�A: (21)

This model is represented by the solid line in Figure
11. X-ray reectivity shows that this dependence breaks
down for qz larger than � 0:5 �A�1 (�x shorter than � 450
�A), where the reectivity approaches the ideal Fresnel re-
ectivity, a manifestation of a locally at surface. Some
deviation is also evident for qz smaller than � 0:1 �A�1

(�x longer than � 2�m), where macroscopic polishing
limits the height variations. The roughness measured by
AFM (Figure 9) corresponds to a length of � 6:5�m.
Apart from altering the specular reectivity, local vari-

ations in the surface height lead to broadening of the
specular peak. The illuminated area of the substrate,
or the footprint, is signi�cantly larger than the coher-
ence area de�ned above. Because of the height varia-
tions, the local specular directions de�ned by the average
planes drawn through the coherence areas will have some
stochastic distribution around the specular direction de-
�ned on the length scale of the footprint. Coherent spec-
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FIG. 12: (a) Spectrometer 2� scans for incident an-
gles �=1,2,3,4,5,6 and 8 deg. Solid lines are �ts to
Lorentzians for the primary specular direction. Dashed
lines for 6 and 8 deg data are �ts to Lorentzians for the
secondary peak (see text on page 11). (b) Lorentzian
width for primary peaks vs. nominal qz. Solid line is an
estimate based on the model described in the text (page
10).

ular signals from locally de�ned surfaces will add up to a
near-specular signal for the average surface. An estimate
of the width of the specular peak in the regime where
such scattering dominates can be inferred from Eqs. 21
and 20.

�2� � 2K � �eff

�x
= 2K �

s
7:0� 10�4

�x

= 0:015K
p
qz Æ�; (22)

where the constant K is of order 1. The detector arm
(2�) scans are performed by varying the position of the
detector without moving the substrate, i.e., 2� = � + �,
and � is kept constant.
The plot in Figure 12a shows characteristic 2� scans for

substrate A. The plot also shows Lorentzians �t to the
data. The Lorentzian width parameters are plotted in
Figure 12b. For these measurements, detector slit width
was set at 0:4mm, which corresponds to Æ� of 0:92 mrad,
or 0:052 deg. An estimate of the width of the specular
signal from Eq. 22 with constantK = 4, convoluted with
the detector resolution, is shown as a solid line in Figure
12b. As was the case in the analysis of the specular
reectivity, data at qz <� 0:1 �A�1 and at the largest qz is
not adequately described by this model.
Detector (2�) scans also show development of a second

peak which is o�set with respect to the primary (reectiv-
ity) peak. The position of the peak appears to be at con-
stant qx = k(cos� � cos�), which corresponds to a peri-

odic in-plane structure on a length scale of 2�=qx � 4000
�A = 0:4�m.

3 Batch B | SEM and AFM

The substrates used in most of the measurements de-
scribed below were 3.175 mm thick (111) wafers supplied
by Semiconductor Processing, Inc.70. Preliminary mea-
surements on the substrates included Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) and AFM imaging.
SEM and AFM images are shown in Figures 13{15.

FIG. 13: SEM image of a substrate from batch B. The
image was taken after chemical treatment and brief (30
min) exposure to air.

FIG. 14: Fast Fourier transform of the batch B SEM
image shown in Figure 13.
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FIG. 15: AFM image of a batch B substrate. Image
size is 10�m � 10�m. The RMS height variation over
the entire image is 3.26 �A. The height variation is 80 �A.
Direction of the miscut terraces is di�erent from that on
the SEM image (Figure 13) due to a di�erent mounting
angle. The image was taken while the wafer was exposed
to air.

The images show several notable features. There are
lines indicating miscut terrace edges. No obvious features
can be seen on length scales larger than � 1000 �A, al-
though the 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the SEM
(Figure 14) indicates Fourier components present corre-
sponding to larger length scales. One has to note that for
both SEM and AFM measurements the substrate had to
be exposed to air for extended periods of time, whereas x-
ray measurements are performed on substrates which are
promptly and carefully evacuated upon chemical treat-
ment.
The miscut for this batch was measured by comparing

the x-ray reectivity direction with the direction of the
(111) peak. Measuring the o�set for two orientations of
the substrate, the direction of the miscut and its magni-
tude could be determined. The miscut was found to be
0:57� :01 deg; the direction was found to be 47� 2 deg
from the long axis (when mounted in the cryostat, the
plane of incidence was along the long axis). The miscut
angle calculated from the step size in the AFM image
(Figure 15), assuming each step to be a single layer, is
� 0:54 deg. Unfortunately, with the AFM height resolu-
tion at the signal/noise limit, the image is too noisy to
produce a meaningful FFT.

4 Batch B x-ray reectivity

A plot of reectivity measurements on a dry substrate
from Batch B taken after the cell was cooled to T = 20K
is shown in Figure 16a.

FIG. 16: X-Ray reectivity for a batch B substrate (�)
and �ts to models 1-3:
1. ( ) Single interface with Gaussian roughness � =
1:554 �A.
2. ( ) A �lm of thickness d = 4:56 �A and density � =
0:0417�Si with Gaussian roughnesses for both interfaces:
�Sub=�lm = 1:39 �A, ��lm=vacuum = 0.
3. ( ) Single interface with hyperbolic secant pro�le
of width s = 1:087 �A.
(a) Reectivity data normalized to Fresnel reectivity
and �ts of several models to the data. (b) Real-space
density pro�les for the selected models assuming uniform
pro�les. Circled area of the plot is magni�ed in the inset.
(c) Gaussian width � vs. qz for a model with a single
Gaussian interface, where functional dependence of �(qz)
is based on �t (3).

As discussed previously, the interpretation of x-ray re-
ectivity data has inherent ambiguities. The various �ts
shown on the plot illustrate this point. Real density pro-
�les for several models with which the data is indeed
consistent are displayed in Figure 16b.
(1). Simple Gaussian roughness (Figure 16(1)). Typ-

ically, substrates as delivered can be adequately repre-
sented as having a single interface with simple Gaussian
roughness

d �

d z
=

�Sip
2��

e�
z2

2�2 (23)

and sometimes having a native oxide layer several
�Angstr�oms thick. With chemically treated substrates
the oxide layer does not exist, and local roughness is re-
duced substantially. Reectivity data is clearly no longer
consistent with a Gaussian distribution at the interface.
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(2). An interface with an additional surface layer (Figure
16(2)). The data is indeed consistent with a model where
both interfaces have Gaussian roughness. However, the
density of such a layer would have to be � = 0:04�Si,
which can not be physically justi�ed. If one were to use
such a model in further helium �lm reectivity analysis,
the asymmetry in the substrate/helium interface would
require an unjusti�ed introduction of asymmetric con-
tribution to the helium-vapor interface. In the analysis
reported by Lurio et al.

41,48,47, a similar anomaly in the
bare substrate reectivity was attributed to a layer of
hydrocarbons. Although this would not alter the per-
ceived width of the helium-vapor interface, the inferred
asymmetry of that interface may be questioned. (3). A
single interface with a density distribution which falls o�
slower in the tails. A trial function with such behavior is
a hyperbolic secant

d �

d z
=

�Si

�s
sech

z

s
: (24)

The asymptotic behavior of this function is exp (�jz=sj),
slower than the Gaussian. The �t to this model is satis-
factory (Figure 16(3)), and introduces only a single pa-
rameter s. Interpretation of this model, however, is not
unambiguous. The �rst possibility is that the distribu-
tion is local, i.e., the distribution does not change with
varying qz in the measurement range. The second pos-
sibility is that the shape of the distribution is not local,
and is caused by a varying coherence area due to chang-
ing qz. The validity of such a model is supported by
the analysis of Batch A substrates and by the presence
of large lengthscale components in the Fourier transform
of the SEM image (Figure 14). The �t to the data can
be presented in terms of qz-dependent e�ective Gaussian
roughness �e�

�Sip
2��e�

e
� z2

2�2
e� =

�Si

�s
sech

z

s
: (25)

The plot of �e� vs. qz is shown in Figure 16(c).
In summary of this section, silicon wafers used in he-

lium �lm measurements were processed to produce lo-
cally at surfaces. SEM and AFM imagery comple-
mented x-ray specular reectivity and near-specular mea-
surements to develop a complete and consistent under-
standing of the substrate surface structure. This under-
standing is crucial to the interpretation of x-ray data on
helium �lms in the interference geometry.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A X-ray scattering

X-ray measurements were performed on X22B beam-
line of the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS),
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL). The cryostat

a

b c d f

g h

e

i j

FIG. 17: Schematic representation of the scattering ge-
ometry. (a) synchrotron source; (b) Ge (111) monochro-
mator; (c) background slit; (d) incident de�ning slit; (e)
beam monitor; (f) cryostat, sample cell and Si (111) sub-
strate on the � stage; (g) output background slit; (h)
detector slit; (i) calibrated attenuator; (j) detector.

was mounted on a two-circle x-ray goniometer, partly
counter-weighed to reduce the load on the motorized ro-
tation stage. A schematic horizontal cross-section of the
scattering setup is shown in Figure 17.
The calibrated attenuator (i) was needed to insure that

the photon ux remained within the linear dynamic range
of the detector (i.e., <� 30000 cts./sec.).

B Cryostat and insert

The general design of the cryostat used in the mea-
surements has been described in detail elsewhere41,48,47.
The cryostat is of vapor-cooled design and is equipped
with x-ray transparent windows.
A schematic diagram of the insert is shown in Figure

18.
The cryostat has been rebuilt to include a 3He cool-

ing stage, which consists of a sorption pump, condenser,
and 3He pot. The lowest temperature achievable in the
measurements was � 0:45K. The base temperature was
limited by the heat leak from the 1 K pot and by the
slow speed of the sorption pump, both attributable to
compact design. Radiation leak through the windows
was negligible. Mechanical rigidity of the cryostat is es-
sential in the x-ray reectivity measurements. Pressure
variations in the continuous �ll pot and in the evacua-
tion line, necessary to regulate the 1 K pot temperature,
introduce variable torque on the lower part of the insert.
To avoid uncontrollable twisting of the cell, a centering
plate was used to clamp the lower insert. The problem
was also mitigated in the measurements at cell tempera-
tures below 1 K, during which the 1 K pot was evacuated
to pressures <� 1 torr and no pressure control was neces-
sary.

C Temperature measurement and control

Temperature control was achieved by a feedback loop
based on the signal from a germanium thermometer
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FIG. 18: Schematic diagram of the lower cryostat insert.

mounted on the cold plate to which the cell is attached.
To extend the running time at elevated temperatures, the
sorption pump temperature was also controlled. Typical
running time at T = 0:5 K was of order 5 hours, while a
typical reectivity measurement took 2 hours.
When taking data on thick undersaturated �lms at

temperatures above 1 K, it was important to maintain
temperature stability throughout the measurements be-
cause of the strong dependence of �lm thickness on tem-
perature. Variations in thickness due to temperature
drift would contribute to measured roughness and thus
would compromise the data analysis. In contrast, at tem-
peratures below 0.65 K the amount of helium in the vapor
was negligible and there was no measurable �lm thick-
ness change between 0.45 and 0.65 K. Temperature sta-
bility during the measurements was maintained to within
1 mK, suÆcient to eliminate any contribution to the ap-
parent roughness from the temperature drift.
The accuracy of absolute temperature measurement

was limited by the quality of secondary calibration to
5%. The calibration was checked at the helium �-point
by a heat capacity measurement.

D Experimental cell

The experimental cell (Figure 19) consists of copper lid
and body, with an indium seal. To keep the cell evacu-
ated when outside the cryostat, a valve which can operate
at low temperatures (i) is mounted on top of the lid. A

FIG. 19: Lower insert. (a) 1 K pot; (b) condenser; (c)
3He pot; (d) cell; (e) beryllium window assembly; (f)
structural support; (g) �ll line connector; (h) high volt-
age wire; (i) valve; (j) high voltage feed-through; (k) �ll
capillary.

narrow stainless steel capillary (ID of 0.3 mm, or 0.012
") �ll line (k) is attached to the valve with an indium
ange assembly. The lid also features two high voltage
feed-throughs (j) and a removable Kapton membrane ca-
pacitance pressure gauge. The substrate holder (Figure
6) is attached to the lid from below. X-ray transparent
beryllium windows (2.5 mm, or 0.1" thick)(e) capable
of withstanding the helium solidi�cation pressure of 25
bar are attached to the cell body by indium seals and
clamped with stainless steel clamps.
After the substrate was mounted inside the cell and

the cell was evacuated, it was attached to the 3He stage
and to the �ll line capillary. Following this, the cryostat
was closed.

VI. DENSITY PROFILE DATA

A Data acquisition

A comprehensive collection of data was obtained
for di�erent temperatures and �lm thicknesses. The
temperature-thickness co-ordinates for all available data
are presented in Figure 20.
Most of the data was taken in two temperature bands

(low temperature A and high temperature B), mostly
because the cryostat handling and temperature control
were more reliable near the base temperature of the 3He
pot (A) and of the 1 K continuous �ll pot (B). The thick-
ness of the undersaturated �lms in region A was changed
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FIG. 20: Temperature-thickness plot of available data for
4He �lms. Each point represents a reectivity data set.
Regions A and B constitute low- and high-temperature
regimes discussed in the analysis.

by introducing helium into the cell in small doses. In
region B, where the 4He vapor pressure becomes signif-
icant, thickness is a strong function of temperature and
can be controlled by either varying the temperature or
by changing the dosage. Although a capacitance pressure
gauge capable of measuring pressure in situ was built
and tested, it was removed in the �nal measurements be-
cause the Kapton membrane in the gauge allowed small
amounts of helium to di�use into the cell during the cryo-
stat cool-down.
To remove helium from the cell, the bottom part of the

insert was heated to �70 K while the cell was evacuated.
Testing for any residual helium was done by comparing
reectivity curves at T=20 K and T=0.45 K after evac-
uation.
Reectivity data was taken by measuring detector

(Figure 17(j)) and beam monitor (e) counts at a set of in-
cident angles � and detector arm positions 2�. For each
reectivity angle the specular signal was taken, where
2� = 2 � �. The o�-specular (background) signal was
measured at 2� = (2� �)�� where the o�set � was set
somewhat arbitrarily at 0.2 deg. At several � values, 2�
scans were performed to ascertain the proper alignment
and to make sure that the value of � is set properly. A
typical 2� scan set is shown in Figure 21.
In contrast with batch A substrate 2� scans (Figure

12), the increase in width of these scans with increasing
� is negligible in comparison with the width de�ned by
the detector slit. The main sources of the background
signal are small angle x-ray scattering from the cryostat
windows and from the air in the beam path.
The reectivity signal was computed by subtracting

the average background obtained from both sides of the
specular peak in 2� scans. The computed counts were
then normalized to the direct beam taking into account
the attenuation of the absorber wheel.

FIG. 21: Detector (2�) scans for a set of nominal � and
corresponding qz for a typical reectivity set. Vertical
lines indicate the o�set � at which data for background
subtraction was taken. (Æ) � = 0:7 deg, qz = 0:123 �A�1;
(4) � = 1:7 deg, qz = 0:298 �A�1; (5) � = 3:0 deg,
qz = 0:526 �A�1; ( ) � = 4:0 deg, qz = 0:702 �A�1; (�)
� = 5:0 deg, qz = 0:877 �A�1.

An example of the resultant raw background sub-
tracted reectivity data is shown in Figure 22.
The reectivity data spans several orders of magnitude.

To discern its details with more precision, and to be able
to compare the data with the ideal Fresnel reectivity
(Eq. 15), the data is normalized to the expected silicon
Fresnel reectivity. Normalized low-temperature data is
presented in the next section (see Figure 24).

VII. DATA ANALYSIS

A Surface pro�le models and length conventions

The surface pro�les for the helium surface presented by
both theoretical and experimental studies vary in their
functional form. Variational methods give numerical so-
lutions which cannot usually be presented in closed func-
tional form. Common choices for parametrized models
in density functional models and experimental results are
the Fermi function42, the generalized Fermi function15,19

and the hyperbolic secant41,48,47

For meaningful comparison of various results, it is com-
mon to denote the length scale over which the density
changes from 90% of the bulk value to 10% as the interfa-
cial width t. In this work, the interfaces are parametrized
by either a Gaussian (RMS) width � or a hyperbolic
secant width parameter s. For a Gaussian interface,
t = 2:563�, whereas for a symmetric hyperbolic secant
interface t = 3:685s. The �lm thickness is commonly pre-
sented in atomic layers. For comparison with literature
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FIG. 22: Plot of raw reectivity for a subset of low-
temperature data. Data sets are o�set for clarity. Di�er-
ences in oscillation periods evident in the plots indicate
di�erent helium �lm thicknesses. Error bars are smaller
than the symbol size. Temperatures and �tted �lm thick-
nesses for the displayed data are (top to bottom) 0.5 K,
36.1 �A; 0.45 K, 39.9 �A; 0.45 K, 57.3 �A; 0.45 K, 76.1 �A;
0.491 K, 120.2 �A.

that uses the physical scale, one atomic layer corresponds
to 3.6 �A for 4He.

B Modeling the density pro�le

Data obtained during synchrotron measurements was
�t to a set of models. As pointed out earlier in the discus-
sion on the substrates used, unambiguous knowledge of
the substrate surface cannot be obtained by x-ray mea-
surements alone. We can, however, extract meaningful
information on the helium-vapor interface if either a)
independent non x-ray measurements provide a reliable
model for the substrate surface or b) the substrate inter-
facial width is signi�cantly smaller than the width of the
helium-vapor interface, in which case precise knowledge
of the origins of the substrate structure is less important.
A generalized view for models used in �tting is shown

in Figure 5. The system is represented by a series of slabs.
Each slab is characterized by its width d and density
�. The interfaces are characterized in this case by their

Gaussian widths �: d �

d z
/ e�

z2
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structure factor
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In more sophisticated models additional features are
added to the density pro�le. The Gaussian shape with
roughness � can be replaced either by a hyperbolic se-
cant with width s (d �

d z
/ sech(z=s)), convolution of such

with Gaussian roughness, or sum of the two with vari-
ous weights. The roughness of the substrate can also be
qz-dependent (see section IV.D4 above). The models can
be further modi�ed by adding additional layers.
Although the reectivity data is not invertible and the

real density pro�le can not be determined uniquely, the
simplest physically justi�ed model is generally a good
guide to the physical pro�le.

C Conformal vs. non-conformal roughness

Analysis of the substrate x-ray, SEM and AFM data
( Sect. IV.B) suggests that the substrate is locally at,
with overall roughness dominated by the miscut. Since
the miscut terrace size is of the order of 350 �A, which is
larger than the typical �lm thickness, the helium surface
would conform to the substrate surface75{77. The two
interfaces cannot be treated as independent. Instead, the
local structure needs to be convoluted with the substrate
roughness. Equation 26 is then modi�ed as follows:

�(qz) = e�
q2z�

2
Si

2

�
�Si � �He

�Si
+
�He

�Si
e�

q2z�
2
He�V ac

2 eiqzd
�
:

(27)
Figure 23 shows the expected R=RF for a helium �lm

80 �A thick with a 2 �A local Gaussian roughness on a
substrate which has 1.5 �A Gaussian roughness without
correlation as well as with perfect correlation. As shown
by Eq. 27, any representation of the substrate surface
that adequately describes x-ray reectivity of the sub-
strate can be used to describe this model with conformal
roughness.
A data set analyzed by a model which does not account

for �lm-substrate correlations where they exist would re-
sult in overestimated surface width.

D Solid helium layer

Van der Waals helium-substrate interaction for �lms
thicker than some minimum value leads to a local pres-
sure near the substrate surface that is larger than that
near the free surface, or in the vapor. Estimates from
the helium equation of state and the melting curve78 in-
dicate that the local helium density reaches solidi�cation
pressure at a distance of order 4 �A from the substrate for
�lms thicker than � 10 �A. Proximity of a hard wall and
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FIG. 23: Expected measured structure factor for a �lm
with the same local (intrinsic) surface width with ( )
and without ( ) long-range correlations with sub-
strate. Long-range substrate surface height variations
add to the local surface width if the �lm conforms to the
substrate surface. This results in a more rapid decay of
the interference oscillations. In the analysis of reectiv-
ity from conformal surfaces the assumption that the in-
terfaces are not correlated would result in overestimated
surface width.

changes to the simple Lennard-Jones potential at smaller
distances makes precise determination of the local den-
sity pro�le a problem in itself59,14,79. X-ray specular re-
ectivity is consistent with a rough layer which is 2{6 �A
thick with density in the range 0.1�Si to 0.14�Si, the two
parameters being strongly correlated, but not inuencing
the helium-vapor width.

E Thick �lms

Lurio et al.
41,48,47 noted that under certain circum-

stances the contrast of reectivity oscillations was signif-
icantly reduced. We found similar reduction for all thick
�lms, not only saturated �lms. We attribute the attenu-
ation to the long wavelength standing third sound waves
driven by acoustic vibrations in the building.
In view of theoretical predictions of the spatial depen-

dence of the conformal coupling it is not clear the as-
sumptions essential to conformal roughness are valid for
thicker �lms. In the data analysis, only data on �lms up
to 130 �A thick is used.

F Modi�ed theoretical model and �tting

The model used to �t the reectivity data follow the
considerations described above. The model for the local
density pro�le included a perfectly sharp silicon - solid
helium interface, a thin solid helium (sHe) layer and a

liquid helium �lm. The helium-vapor interface was mod-
eled by a symmetric hyperbolic secant. Fits in which a
Gaussian pro�le was substituted yield somewhat larger
�2, although the di�erence was not statistically signi�-
cant. Typically, somewhat smaller (by 5-10%) 10%/90%
widths were obtained if the Gaussian pro�le was used.
The hyperbolic secant pro�le was selected because most
of the theoretical studies suggest exponential rather than
Gaussian asymptotic behavior.
Since we are treating the two interfaces as conformal,

the local density pro�le is convoluted with the substrate
density pro�le. Because the structure factor is obtained
by taking a Fourier transform of the pro�le derivative,
and because Fourier transform of a convolution of two
functions is a product of individual Fourier transforms, a
hyperbolic secant substrate pro�le and a Gaussian sub-
strate pro�le with a qz-dependent width (see Eq. 25)
both give the same result:

�(qz) = sech
��sS iqz

2

�
(28)
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2
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In the �tting procedure, the parameters sS i, �sHe,
�sHe�He , dsHe, �He, sHe and dHe were allowed to vary.
In addition to these, the intensity normalization factor
was �t as well.
Typical �2 values achieved during �tting were 1.05-1.6.

For thinner �lms, con�dence limits for sHe were calcu-
lated by �2 minimization for a set of constant sHe around
the best �t value while allowing other parameters to oat.
For thicker �lms, a spectral noise analysis procedure sim-
ilar to that used by Lurio et al.47,48 was employed. Error
bars in the reported data correspond to 66% con�dence
limits.

G Low Temperature data

A subset of data from region A in diagram 20 is dis-
played in Figure 24. Also shown are �ts to the model in
Eq. 28. The total �lm thickness dsHe+ dHe and the cor-
responding surface pro�le width for the these data sets
are shown in Table III.

H High temperature data

A subset of data from region B on diagram 20 is dis-
played in Figure 25 and in Table IV.

I Data summary

A plot of interface width vs. thickness for both low
and high temperature data is shown in Figure 26.
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FIG. 24: Reectivity normalized to the Fresnel reectiv-
ity for an ideal Si substrate for low temperature data.
Data sets are o�set for clarity. The model is described
in the text. Fit parameters for each data set are listed in
Table III, in the same order.

FIG. 25: X-ray reectivity normalized to the Fresnel re-
ectivity for an ideal Si substrate for high temperature
data. The model is described in the text. Data sets are
o�set for clarity. Fit parameters for each data set are
listed in Table IV, in the same order.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

An earlier study by Lurio et al.41,48,47 resulted in a he-
lium liquid-vapor interface width of 9:1� 1�A, somewhat
larger than predicted by theory. In that work the lowest
temperature was 1.13 K, not yet in the low temperature
limit. To compare to theory which gives values at T = 0,
the data had to be corrected to zero temperature. In
the present article we have studied the pro�le in the low

dsHe + dHe, �A T, K sHe=V apor, �A tHe=V apor, �A

36.1 0.500 1.45 � 0.13 5.34 � 0.48

35.5 0.450 1.45 � 0.19 5.34 � 0.7

36.7 0.455 1.45 � 0.16 5.33 � 0.59

39.9 0.450 1.51 � 0.13 5.56 � 0.48

47.1 0.450 1.45 � 0.11 5.34 � 0.41

51.5 0.455 1.58 � 0.16 5.82 � 0.59

57.3 0.450 1.66 � 0.11 6.12 � 0.41

62.3 0.450 1.55 � 0.12 5.71 � 0.44

68.7 0.450 1.76 � 0.20 6.49 � 0.74

76.1 0.450 1.62 � 0.13 5.97 � 0.48

84.7 0.450 1.74 � 0.15 6.41 � 0.55

96.9 0.450 1.42 � 0.12 5.23 � 0.44

120.2 0.491 1.59 � 0.17 5.84 � 0.63

125.5 0.546 1.77 � 0.12 6.5 � 0.44

TABLE III: Fit parameters for low temperature data
sets (Figure 24). The total �lm thickness is the sum of
solid layer and liquid layer thicknesses dsHe + dHe. Pa-
rameter sHe=V apor is the hyperbolic secant width of the
helium/vapor interface; tHe=V apor is the corresponding
10%/90% width. The typical error in dsHe+ dHe is �1.5
�A.

dsHe + dHe, �A T, K sHe=V apor, �A tHe=V apor, �A

59.25 1.256 2.02�0.2 7.44 � 0.74

67.02 1.244 1.82�0.2 6.71 � 0.74

75.16 1.222 2.17� 0.18 8.00 � 0.66

78.37 1.212 1.77� 0.2 6.52 � 0.74

78.87 1.220 2.16� 0.18 7.96 � 0.66

85.76 1.195 2.03� 0.2 7.48 � 0.74

83.25 1.200 2.14� 0.17 7.89 � 0.63

105.0 1.228 2.05� 0.38 7.53 � 1.4

106.9 1.222 2.21� 0.3 8.14 � 1.1

130.6 1.229 2.39� 0.3 8.81 � 1.1

130.0 1.230 1.84� 0.36 6.78 � 1.3

130.3 1.230 2.11� 0.42 7.78 � 1.5

TABLE IV: Fit parameters and temperature for high-
temperature data.

temperature limit, as well as its dependence on the he-
lium �lm thickness. Values for the interface width found
in these measurements are somewhat lower than those
estimated for T = 0 by Lurio et al.

41,48,47.
The di�erence in the results are mainly due to inter-

pretation of the data using Eq. 27, which followed from
a better undertanding of the �lm/substrate system and
the characterization of the substrate. Lurio et al. as-
sumed uncorrelated substrate-helium and helium-vapor
interfaces. The character of x-ray reectivity for the bare
substrate48 appears to be similar to the ones reported
here. This may be an indication that large length scale
components in the surface height variations existed in
Lurio et al. substrates as well.
The current data does not justify the introduction of
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FIG. 26: Width of the helium-vapor interface for low (
c) (0.45-0.55 K) and high ( s) (1.195-1.256 K) temper-
ature data. Both hyperbolic secant parameter for the
helium-vapor interface sHe (labels on the left) and the
corresponding 10%/90% width (on the right) are given
as a function of total �lm thickness.

an additional parameter describing the asymmetry of the
pro�le but certainly does not rule out such asymmetry.
Thicker �lms and a larger qz range would be required to
make such a determination.
Our results are in essential agreement with the density

functional theoretical predictions of Cheng et al.
14 and

Guirao15, analytical variational calculations by Epstein
and Krotscheck17, and variational Monte-Carlo works of
Pieper et al.19 and Lewart et al.20.
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